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Abstract
The strong Hualien earthquake  (Mw 6.1) occurred along the suture zone of the Eurasian Plate and the Philippine Sea Plate, 
which struck the Hualien city in eastern Taiwan on April 18, 2019. The focal mechanism of this earthquake shows that it is 
caused by a rupture within a thrust. In the present study, the rupture plane responsible for this earthquake has been modeled 
using the modified semi-empirical technique (MSET). The whole rupture plane is assumed to be composed of strong motion 
generation areas (SMGAs) along which the slip occurs with large velocities. The spatiotemporal distribution of aftershocks 
of this earthquake within identified rupture plane suggests that there are two SMGAs within the rupture plane. The source 
displacement spectra (SDS) obtained from the observed records have been used to compute the source parameters of these two 
SMGAs. The MSET efficiently simulates strong ground motion (SGM) at the rock site. The shallow subsurface shear wave 
velocity profile at various stations has been used as an input to SHAKE91 algorithm for converting records at the surface to 
that at the rock site. The simulated records are compared with the observed records based on root-mean-square error (RMSE) 
in peak ground acceleration (PGA) of horizontal components. Various parameters of the rupture plane have been selected 
using an iterative forward modeling scheme. The accelerograms have been simulated for all the stations that lie within an 
epicentral distance ranging from 5 to 100 km using the final rupture plane parameters. The comparison of observed and 
synthetic records validates the effectiveness of the simulation technique and suggests that the Hualien earthquake consists 
of two SMGAs responsible for high-frequency SGM.
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Introduction

Strong ground motion (SGM) is the strong earthquake 
shaking that occurs close to a causative fault. The strength 
of shaking involved in SGM usually overwhelms a seis-
mometer, forcing the use of accelerographs for recording 
strong ground motion at both near and far-field stations. 
SGM is an integral component of earthquake-resistant 
design criteria. The SGM simulation can be done by several 
techniques. The oldest simulation technique is the stochastic 
simulation technique that was initially proposed by Boore 
(1983) to simulate the SGM of high frequency. Hanks and 
McGuire (1981) utilized a white Gaussian noise carrying 
the lowest frequency known as corner frequency fo, and the 
highest frequency fmax to estimate the SGM. This process 
initiates with the generation of white Gaussian noise, which 
acts as an input for the time-domain shaping taper to match 
the shape of the envelope of the expected SGM. Then, the 
Fourier transform is applied to transform it into the fre-
quency domain. Finally, to match the anticipated spectral 
shape, it is further passed through a band-pass filter (Erdik 
and Durukal 2004). This simulation method is used by 
Toro and McGuire (1987) and Atkinson and Boore (1995). 
The finite source stochastic model's major drawback is its 
dependency on the number, or the size of the sub-faults used 
in the simulation (Joyner and Boore, 1986).

Miyake et al. (2003) demonstrated that some patches 
within the rupture plane are mainly responsible for high-
frequency SGM known as strong ground-motion areas 
(SMGAs). The high velocity of slip delineates these 
SMGAs, which are used to model the entire fault plane. 
Miyake et al. (2003) incorporated the SMGAs into the tech-
nique to model the Yamaguchi earthquake  (Mw = 5.9) of 
1997, the Kagoshima earthquake  (Mw = 6.1) of 1997, and 
Iwate earthquake  (Mw = 6.1) of 1998. Miyahara and Sasatani 
(2004), and Takiguchi et al. (2011) implemented the impact 
of SMGAs in Empirical Green's function (EGF) technique 
to study the source model of an earthquake.

The different-sized sub-events can describe the complex 
rupture process during earthquakes. These sub-events con-
stitute a composite source model used by Frankel (1991), 
Zeng et al. (1994), and Yu et al. (1995). In this technique, the 
source model's complexity is assumed, according to which 
randomly distributed sub-events of constant stress drop in 
the entire fault plane constitute a mainshock. The radia-
tion from each sub-event takes the shape of Brune (1970) 
pulse. An appropriate delay is added to each sub-event. The 
summing of the independent source-time function results 
in the high-frequency radiation of the mainshock. Finally, 
SGM simulation is achieved when the convolution is applied 
between the composite source generated from the contribu-
tion from all sub-events and the synthetic Green's functions. 
The reliability of this technique for the generation of realistic 
time histories has been confirmed by Zeng et al. (1994). The 
main limitation of this method lies in the requirement of the 
Q-structure of the region, source mechanism, and velocity 
structure of the region.

Hartzell (1978) proposed the EGF technique that uses 
the records of small magnitude earthquakes that occur in 
the vicinity of mainshock as EGF. The aftershocks and fore-
shocks of the mainshock can be used as small magnitude 
earthquakes. They can be approximated as a point source 
on the fault for the large target earthquake. The EGFs after 
being time-delayed and summed approximate the main-
shock record. The precision of this methodology was tested 
by many researchers Kanamori (1979), and Irikura (1983). 
Irikura (1983) proposed some modifications in Hartzell's 
approach to calculate the count of sub-events to be used in 
the summation by taking the ratio of the main event's seis-
mic moment to the sub-event based on the source model of 
Haskell type and the similarity laws of earthquakes. The 
SGMs for different world regions have been synthesized 
using the EGF approach (Irikura et al. 1997; Sharma et al. 
2013). EGF approach serves as an effective and authentic 
simulation technique among the previously discussed SGM 
simulation methods. The applicability of the EGF technique 
is limited due to the lack of the desired signal-to-noise ratio, 
difference in the source mechanism of the target event, and 

Table 1  Mainshock parameters of the 2019 Hualien earthquake. The parameters λ, ϕS, and δ represent the rake, strike, and dip, respectively. NP1 
and NP2 are Nodal planes

Origin time Location Size Fault plane solution Agency

18/04/19 05:01:8.7 (GMT) 24.09°N,121.40°E 
Depth = 30 km

Mo = 2.34 ×  1018 Nm 
 Mw = 6.2

NP1: ϕS = 68°, δ = 40°, 
λ = 128°;

NP2: ϕS = 202°, δ = 60°, 
λ =  63o

Global CMT

18/04/19 05:01:06 (GMT) 24.037°N,121.65°E 
Depth = 20 km

Mo = 1.99 ×  1018 Nm 
 Mw = 6.1

NP1: ϕS = 215°, δ = 46°, 
λ =  70o;

NP2: ϕS = 63°, δ = 47°, 
λ =  110o

USGS
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Green's function, mainly due to the lack of accessibility of 
Green's functions at the site of interest.

Midorikawa (1993) proposed the semi-empirical tech-
nique (SET) which was modified by Joshi and Midorikawa 
(2004). The EGF technique proposed by Irikura (1986) is the 
basis of SET. The SET has been effectively studied by Joshi 
(1997), Kumar et al. (1999), and Kumar and Khattri (2002) 
for modeling various Himalayan earthquakes. The stochas-
tic simulation method given by Boore (1983) provides the 

time series, and the SET provides the envelope function, 
which has been combined in the modified semi-empirical 
technique (MSET) by Joshi et al. (1999), and Kumar and 
Khattri (2002). The effect of layering in this technique has 
been included by Joshi (2001), and Joshi and Mohan (2010). 
The dependency of SET on attenuation relation has been 
removed by Joshi et al. (2001). A theoretical relation that 
is based on radiation pattern parameters and the seismic 
moment has been used to compute peak ground acceleration 

Fig. 1  Location of stations and the records at surface used for the purpose of simulation of SGM. The unit of PGA is cm/s2
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(PGA). The SET has been modified by Joshi et al. (2012b) 
for simulating SGM records along N–S and E–W direc-
tions. Joshi et al. (2014) modified SET by incorporating the 
effect of SMGAs. The concept of radiation pattern which is 
frequency-dependent, has been included by Sandeep et al. 
(2014a). The MSET has been successfully utilized to model 
various worldwide earthquakes by Sandeep et al. (2014a, b, 
and 2019) and Lal et al. (2018).

Recently, eastern part of Taiwan was struck by the Hual-
ien earthquake  (Mw 6.1) which occurred on April 18, 2019. 
The high level of seismicity in Taiwan makes it one of the 
world's most tectonically active regions. There are various 
suture zones between the several terranes due to the major 
faults in Taiwan. Taiwan and the Philippine trench lie near 
to zone of numerous transform faults. The Philippine Sea 

plate (PSP) is moving at the rate of ~ 80 mm/yr with respect 
to the Eurasian plate (Smoczyk et al. 2013). A suture zone 
is formed due to Longitudinal Valley (LV) between two 
plates on land. The Coastal Range lies on the eastern part 
of LV and is formed by the solidifying andesitic magma 
and volcanic rocks of the PSP. The Central Range on the  
LV's western side is a metamorphic terrane of the Eurasian 
plate. Along the LV, these two plates collide intensively. 
The southern region of the LV has a relatively less com-
plex structure than the northern region. The Hualien region 
lies on the north of the LV and is seismically active due to 
its location in the vicinity of subducting region (Kuo-chen 
et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2009; Chin et al. 2016; Shyu et al. 
2016). The PSP is subducting in the northwest direction in 
the Hualien region; therefore, two different kinds of earth-
quake clustering can be spotted based on focal mechanisms: 
shallow depths (10 km) normal-faulting type due to the PSP 
bending and shallow-deep depths west-dipping thrust type 
due to the subduction of the PSP (Kuo-chen et al. 2004).

In the present paper, the MSET is used to simulate the 
accelerograms at the stations which recorded the Hualien 
earthquake. The main objective behind the study of this 
earthquake is to finalize the rupture model of this earth-
quake and estimate the parameters of SMGAs accountable 
for this earthquake.

Data

The Hualien earthquake that occurred on April 18, 2019, 
was recorded at 107 stations of the Central Weather Bureau 
(CWB) installed across Taiwan. The accelerograms have 
been taken from Geophysical Database Management System 
(GDMS) developed and maintained by CWB. The param-
eters of the main event have been estimated by different 
agencies like USGS and Global CMT. The location, size, 

Table 2  Details of the stations 
and PGA from the recorded data

Stations Epicentral 
distance (km)

Vs30 (m/s) Observed PGA at surface  
(cm/s2) 

Observed PGA at rock site 
(cm/s2) 

(N–S) (E–W) (N–S) (E–W)

TWD 5.5 623 167 110 82 59
ETM 11.9 525 515 379 138 94
ETL 13.2 814 344 189 137 39
ESL 29.3 629 254 201 137 137
EHP 34.0 472 121 114 121 113
EAH 35.5 534 128 87 97 54
ENA 45.4 626 175 174 142 164
EWT 48.6 477 163 174 99 136
EHY 65.3 545 29 29 22 22

Table 3  Velocity model used in the analysis of source model of this 
earthquake (Wen et al. 2019)

Depth (km) Vs (km/s) Density (kg/m3)

3 2.99 2.39
6 3.37 2.57
9 3.44 2.6
15 3.53 2.64
24 3.66 2.66

Table 4  Average values of source parameters obtained from SDS 
from horizontal components of SMGA1 and SMGA2 at various sta-
tions and average values of source parameters of an aftershock com-
puted at TWD station

Event Corner fre-
quency,  fc(Hz)

Seismic moment,  Mo(Nm) Stress drop, Δσ 
(×  105 N/m2)

SMGA1 0.42 ± 0.004 (4.80 ± 0.98) ×  1017 56.10 ± 14.41
SMGA2 0.4 ± 0.02 (5.25 ± 0.93) ×1017 79.15 ± 17.27
Aftershock 1.71 ± 0.053 2.09 ×  1015 23.23 ± 2.14
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and fault plane solution of this earthquake provided by these 
agencies are given in Table 1.

Recorded data need preliminary processing like baseline 
correction and instrument correction before being used for 
the simulation. The simulation data in this research work 
are already scaled according to the recording sensor, and 
it is also baseline-corrected. The removal of undesired 

frequencies from the recorded data is done using a fourth-
order band-pass (0.4–25 Hz) Butterworth filter.

Peak ground acceleration of 110 cm/s2 and 167 cm/s2  
for E–W and N–S components, respectively, has been 
recorded at station TWD, located at a distance of 6 km from 
the epicenter as shown in Fig. 1. The maximum PGA of 
379 cm/s2 and 515 cm/s2 for E–W and N–S components, 

Fig. 2  (a) Travel time of wave propagation from the nucleation point to recording station at surface and (b) Representation of the procedure used 
to obtain the horizontal components of ground motion from resultant motion 'acij(t)' due to 'ijth' sub-fault. The (black) triangle specifies the posi-
tion of the station

(a)

(b)
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respectively, is recorded at station ETM, located at a dis-
tance of 12 km from the epicenter as shown in Fig. 1. The 
PGA (> 400 cm/s2) is also reported by Mittal et al. (2021). 
The PGA values between 25–80 cm/s2, which also corre-
sponds to 5.7–17.0 cm/s PGV contour, have been observed 
in Taipei which is also reported by Mittal et al. (2021).

The stations that have recorded this earthquake are 
located mostly at the earth's surface, which consists of site 
effects due to soil or low-velocity rock mass. Idriss and Sun 
(1992) provided a FORTRAN code SHAKE91 which is 
a modified edition of the primary code SHAKE Schnabel 
et al. (1972) that is derived from the solution to the second-
ary wave equation (Kanai 1951; Lysmer et al. 1971). This 
code provides the requisite transfer function for converting 
records at the surface to bedrock. This algorithm's input is 
the accelerograms recorded at the stations and the velocity 
profile of the secondary wave of the subsurface layer. The 
shear wave velocity at 30 m depth  (Vs30) in Table 2 has been 
used in the SHAKE91 algorithm to obtain records at the 
rock site. The processed filtered records have been passed 
through SHAKE91. The stations used in the present work 
with the processed record at the surface are shown in Fig. 1. 

The PGA obtained at various stations from the records at the 
surface and the rock site is given in Table 2. The velocity 
model required in the MSET used in this work is given in 
Table 3 given by Wen et al. (2019).

Methodology

The modeling of the rupture plane is based on MSET. In 
this technique, the scaling laws given by Aki (1967), and 
Kanamori and Anderson (1975) have been utilized to model 
the finite rupture source by dividing it into several sub-faults, 
which act as a single source distributed over a finite rupture 
plane. The technique can be divided into two parts. Firstly, 
the acceleration spectra are generated using the criteria 
given by Boore (1983), and then it is shaped in the frequency 
domain. The spectral contents of SGM records have been 
decided based on various filters that depend on parameters 
like corner frequency of target event, hypocentral distance, 
frequency-dependent quality factor, and velocity of S-wave 
of the medium and also on maximum frequency  (fmax). The 
process of computing acceleration spectra is based on that 

Fig. 3  Plot to determine the values of coefficients 'a' and 'b' in the regression relation given by Midorikawa (1993)
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proposed by Boore (1983) and further used by Joshi and 
Midorikawa (2004) in their SET. Secondly, the time series 
obtained from the acceleration spectra has been windowed 
by a deterministic window that depends on the envelope 

function (Joshi and Midorikawa 2004). The resultant enve-
lope function is the summation of the envelope function 
released by different sub-faults at different time lags defined 
by Midorikawa (1993), Joshi and Midorikawa (2004). The 

Fig. 4  Hualien Earthquake source model indicating two SMGAs within the plane of rupture. The red star and solid circles represent the epi-
center and aftershocks of this earthquake, respectively
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arrival time of the envelope function at the station depends 
on the time that the rupture takes to reach the center of the 
sub-fault from the nucleation point and also on the time 
which the seismic energy takes to reach the station from the 
center of sub-faults. The pictorial representation of wave 
propagation and arrival time calculation is shown in Fig. 2a.

The resultant record has been converted into E–W and 
N–S components by using the methodology given by Joshi 

et al. (2012b). The SMGAs act as a source of energy, and 
their effects are added appropriately by following the pro-
cedure given by Joshi et al. (2014). The radiation of high 
frequency from SMGAs has been further modeled using the 
frequency-dependent radiation pattern as used by Sandeep 
et al. (2014a). The entire procedure of component-wise SGM 
simulation used in the present work is depicted in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 5  Source model of Hualien earthquake in a layered earth 
medium. Black filled rectangles show the nucleation point of rupture 
due to identified SMGA. Solid triangle specifies the position of the 

station. The waveform contribution from SMGA1 and SMGA2 is 
shown by the blue and red ellipse, respectively. δ denotes the dip of 
the rupture plane
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Fig. 6  a Location of stations used to study the time lags between 
identified SMGAs; b The acceleration time series recorded by dif-
ferent stations with phases corresponding to identified SMGAs;  
c Variation of time lags of two SMGAs with respect to the hypocen-

tral distance of recording stations shown in (b). The waveform con-
tribution from SMGA1 and SMGA2 is shown by the blue and red 
ellipse respectively
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Fig. 7  SDS obtained from NS and EW components of SMGA1 (black), SMGA2 (black), and aftershock (black) of the Hualien earthquake at 
TWD station in (a), (b), and (c). Theoretical spectra fit (red) on SDS, respectively
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Scaling laws

The MSET is based on the empirical relation of the dura-
tion parameter 'Td', and it also uses the frequency-dependent 
secondary wave quality factor 'Qβ(f)' of the region. The use 
of quality factor is to shape the propagation filter used in 
obtaining spectra having properties of earthquake accelera-
tion spectra. The hypocenter of this earthquake is 20 km, 
as evaluated by United States Geological Survey (USGS). 
Therefore, the hypocenter of this earthquake lies within a 
zone of 30–35 km depth earthquakes defined by Sokolov 
et al. (2009).

The Moho depth for this region is 32–35 km (Li et al. 
2014). The frequency-dependent quality factor defined by 
Sokolov et al. (2009) using earthquakes within the depth of 
30–35 km is 80 × f 0.9 and the same has been used in the pre-
sent study. This relation has already been used to simulate 
the 2013 Nantou, Taiwan earthquake by Joshi et al. (2015). 
The shape of the envelope function used in SET depends 
on the duration parameter 'Td'. It is defined as the differ-
ence between the time of arrival of the peak and the onset 
time in the envelope of the accelerogram. This parameter is 
computed by utilizing the generalized regression relation 

Fig. 8  Source model with strike direction  N215o and dip (δ) 46° is placed in the fifth layer of the velocity-layered media (Wen et al. 2019)

Table 5  Modeling parameters 
of SMGAs for the final 
simulation

Modeling Parameters SMGA1 SMGA2 Source

Length (km) 7.6 5.8 Wells and Coopersmith (1994)
Width (km) 5.3 4.4 Wells and Coopersmith (1994)
No. of sub-faults (NxN) 3 × 3 3 × 3 Scaling relation (Kanamori and Anderson 1975)
Strike 215 215 USGS
Dip 46 46 USGS
Rake 70 70 USGS
Vs (km/s) 3.5 3.5 Average velocity of the velocity model
Vr (km/s) 2.8 2.8 Mendoza and Hartzell (1988) and Reiter (1990)
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suggested by Midorikawa (1989) and further used by vari-
ous workers Joshi and Midorikawa (2004), Joshi and Mohan 
(2010), Joshi et al. (2012a), Sandeep et al. (2014a, b, and 
2019). In general form, this relation as suggested is given as:

(1)Td = 0.0015 × 100.5Mw + a × R
b
,

where the distance of the station from the hypocenter is rep-
resented by R in km and  Mw represents the moment magni-
tude. The coefficients 'a' and 'b' in the above equation have 
been estimated using nine accelerograms of the Hualien 
earthquake. Figure 3 is used to calculate the 'Td' parameter. 

Fig. 9  The procedure of selecting the optimal nucleation point among 
81 possibilities of nucleation points. Simulated (red) horizontal com-
ponents at TWD station for 81 nucleation points. The black record 

shows minimum  RMSEPGA between synthetic and processed wave-
forms at the rock site
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The following regression relation for duration parameter 'Td' 
has been estimated from the data shown in Fig. 1 for mod-
eling the Hualien earthquake:

(2)Td = 0.0015 × 100.5Mw + 0.10 × R
0.85

.

Strong motion generation area (SMGA) 
of the Hualien earthquake

The location of SMGAs is identified based on the spati-
otemporal distribution of the aftershock of the 2019 Hualien 
earthquake reported by the strong motion network of the 

Fig. 10  Simulated (red) horizontal components at TWD station to decide the nucleation point for both SMGA. Blue record is observed record at 
rock site. The black record shows minimum  RMSEPGA between synthetic and processed waveforms at the rock site
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Central Weather Bureau (CWB) network between April 18, 
2019, and May 3, 2019. A total of nineteen hundred six 
aftershocks were reported during the 15 days that are shown 
in Fig. 4. The source model of the mainshock indicating two 
SMGAs and the aftershocks distribution is shown in Fig. 4. 
The aftershocks are mostly distributed along the nodal 
plane1 (strike 215°, dip 46°) of this earthquake. Therefore 
Lee et al. (2020) assumed a rupture plane of this earthquake 
dipping toward the west.

In MSET, SMGAs play a vital role. The source param-
eters of these two SMGAs play an equally important role in 
the simulation technique. In Fig. 5, the observed records at 
near-field stations from the epicenter are shown, indicating 
two SMGAs in the observed waveforms. Two wave packets 
can be seen visually at most of the recording stations, sug-
gesting the possibility of two SMGAs. The aftershocks on 
the rupture plane also indicate the possibility of two SMGAs. 
SMGA1 is near to epicenter and the SMGA2 is located in 
the northern area of the epicenter. The seismic moment 
released when the rupture front passed through SMGA2 is 
large as compared to SMGA1. Lin et al. (2022) also reported 
two SMGAs for this earthquake using empirical Green's 

function method. Lee et al. (2020) also studied the complex 
moment rate function of this earthquake and found that there 
is a larger burst of seismic energy releases from Asperity II 
than from Asperity I. The slip distribution studied by Lee 
et al. (2020) shows that slip of 50 cm and 100 cm has been 
observed on Asperity I and Asperity II, respectively.

The duration of envelopes of ground motion from these 
two SMGAs has been analyzed in the accelerogram at near-
field stations in Fig. 5. This shows that the second phase rep-
resents a larger SMGA than the first phase. Figure  6a shows 
the location of stations used to study the time lags between 
identified SMGAs. The phases corresponding to identified 
SMGAs in the observed records at near-field stations are 
shown in Fig. 6b. Figure  6c shows the variation of time lags 
of two SMGAs with respect to the hypocentral distance of 
recording stations. The source displacement spectra (SDS) 
of the waveform representing two SMGAs at various stations 
have been used to evaluate the source parameters. The self-
similarity laws given by Aki (1967), modified by Kanamori 
and Anderson (1975) have been used to divide SMGAs into 
sub-faults. This requires parameters of events representing 

Fig. 11  RMSEPGA for various nucleation points
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sub-faults. The aftershock  (ML 4.9) that occurred on May 
23, 2019, has been used as a sub-event, and its location is 
shown in Fig. 6a. The source parameters of aftershock are 

also calculated from SDS. The comparison of observed and 
theoretical SDS at TWD station for the N–S and E–W com-
ponents of SMGA1, SMGA2, and the aftershock is depicted 

Fig. 12  Simulated (red) horizontal components at the TWD station for different values of strike (ϕ) of the rupture plane. Blue record is observed 
record at rock site
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in Fig. 7. Source parameters of SMGA1, SMGA2, and after-
shock evaluated from SDS are given in Table 4.

The downward extension and rupture length of the fault 
plane representing the Hualien earthquake have been cal-
culated as 18 km and 32 km, respectively, using the rela-
tions proposed by Wells and Coppersmith (1994). The 
fault plane's dip and strike angle are kept at  46° and  N215°, 
respectively, at 20 km, as evaluated by United States Geo-
logical Survey (USGS). The rupture model was placed with 
strike direction  N215° and dip 46° in the last layer of the 
five-layer velocity model, as depicted in Fig. 8. Table 3 
shows the Vs model used in this work, and it is given by Wen 
et al. (2019). The S wave velocity model given in Table 3 
suggests an average S wave velocity of 3.5 km/s. As per the 
criteria given by Mendoza and Hartzell (1988) and Reiter 
(1990), the rupture velocity (Vr) is considered to be 80% 
of shear wave velocity (Vs). This gives an estimate of the 
rupture velocity as 2.8 km/s responsible for the rupture of 
the Hualien earthquake. Three reference rupture fronts with 
constant rupture velocities (Vr) of 2 km/s, 3 km/s, and 4 km/s 
have been studied by Lee et al. (2020). We have tested these 
rupture velocities at a near-field station and concluded that 

rupture fronts must have been moved with the speed of 
3 km/s based on minimum  RMSEPGA.

Considering the rupture velocity of 2.8 km/s propagating 
along the length of 32 km rupture a ground motion of 11.4 s 
is calculated for the ideal condition. The significant dura-
tion of the SGM record at the TWD station is observed as 
5.6 s. This indicates that the entire rupture of 32 km is not 
responsible for this earthquake, suggesting that two SMGAs 
can be present within the rupture plane. Visual inspection of 
SGM record at the TWD station indicates the possibilities 
of two main envelopes in the accelerogram, which indicate 
rupture propagation within two SMGAs responsible for pro-
ducing SGM rather than within the entire rupture plane. The 
two SMGAs are named as SMGA1 and SMGA2 and are 
shown in Fig. 4. The dimensions of SMGA1 and SMGA2 
are 5.8 × 4.4  km2 and 7.6 × 5.3  km2, respectively, calculated 
using the relations proposed by Wells and Coppersmith 
(1994). The location of these SMGAs in the rupture respon-
sible for this earthquake indicates that the depth of SMGA1 
and SMGA2 is 27.5 km and 27.1 km, respectively, from 
the surface of the earth. In the MSET, the stress drop (Δσ), 
corner frequency  (fo), and seismic moment  (Mo) of events 

Fig. 13  Plot of  RMSEPGA obtained from observed and simulated NS and EW components of accelerograms, respectively, at TWD station for 
various strike values
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Fig. 14  Simulated (red) horizontal components at the TWD station to decide the dip of the rupture plane. Blue record is observed record at rock 
site
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referred to as SMGAs are required to model the plane of 
rupture to an earthquake that has been computed from SDS 
of these SMGAs given in Table 4. The patches responsible 
for SMGAs in the record have been used for obtaining SDS 
after proper corrections in the acceleration spectra. Main 
corrections that are needed include correction for geometri-
cal spreading and anelastic attenuations. The SDS and the 
parameters are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 4, respectively.

Results and discussions

Selection of final rupture model

The SMGAs are divided into the number of sub-faults 
using the aftershock's seismic moment of the Hualien 
earthquake. The self-similarity laws suggest that both 
SMGA1 and SMGA2 can be divided into 9 sub-faults 
each representing 3 × 3 sub-faults along the length and 
downward extension, respectively. Table 5 shows the final 

modeling parameters of SMGAs of the rupture of the 2019 
Hualien earthquake.

It is an important task to locate the nucleation point on 
the proposed SMGAs. Two SMGAs of size 3 × 3 each give 
rise to the possibility of 81 nucleation points. All of these are 
the possibilities of nucleation points that have been tested, 
and the procedure of selecting nucleation points is explained 
in Fig. 9. In this process, the nucleation point in SMGA1 has 
been fixed, while all nine possibilities of nucleation point 
have been checked in SMGA2. The selection of the model 
is based on the following root-mean-square error (RMSE) 
between the PGA at NS and EW components at the selected 
station:

where  PGAsimNS and  PGAsimEW are the PGA obtained 
from simulated N–S and E–W components and  PGAobsNS 
and  PGAobsEW are PGA values from observed N–S and 

(3)
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,

Fig. 15  Plot of  RMSEPGA calculated from observed and simulated horizontal components of acceleration records, respectively, at TWD station 
for various dip values
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Fig. 16  Comparison of N-S and E-W components obtained from simulated (red) and observed (blue) accelerograms at rock site at TWD, ETM, 
ETL, ESL stations
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Fig. 17  Comparison of N-S and E-W components obtained from simulated (red) and observed (blue) accelerograms at rock sites at EHP, EAH, 
ENA, EWT, and EHY stations
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E–W components of acceleration record. The simulated 
records and their comparison with the observed record for 
nine different possibilities of nucleation point in SMGA2 by 
fixing the position of nucleation point in SMGA1 are shown 

in Fig. 10. Figure 11 represents the  RMSEPGA for different 
possibilities of nucleation points and obtained PGA from 
both horizontal components. The maximum PGA obtained 
from various models varies from 38 to 76 cm/s2 in both 

Fig. 18  Comparison of response spectra of horizontal components obtained from observed (blue) and synthetic (red) accelerograms at rock sites 
at TWD, ETM, EHP, and EAH stations
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Fig. 19  Comparison of response spectra of horizontal components obtained from observed (blue) and synthetic (red) accelerograms at rock sites 
at EWT, ETL, ESL, ENA, and EHY stations
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components. For this selection, the range of  RMSEPGA is 
from 0.08 to 0.41, which is very high suggesting the impor-
tant role of the nucleation point in the modeling parameters. 
It is seen that minimum  RMSEPGA has been obtained for 
models having nucleation points at extreme left corners and 
the same has been retained for further modeling.

Once the nucleation point has been fixed, the rup-
ture plane's strike has been changed iteratively in a range 
between N210° –N220° with an interval of 0.5° and fixing 
the other modeling parameters as given in Table 5. For each 
strike value, the acceleration record has been simulated at 
the TWD station. The maximum PGA obtained from various 
strike varies from 49 to 78 cm/s2 in both components. Fig-
ure 12 shows the simulated acceleration records for various 
values of strike selection for the rupture model. The plot of 
 RMSEPGA for different possible models in Fig. 13 shows that 
it is minimum for strike direction of N215.5° based on the 

minimum  RMSEPGA between the PGA obtained from syn-
thetic and observed acceleration records at the TWD station.

We finalized the dip amount by selecting the model that 
gives minimum  RMSEPGA among models assumed by vary-
ing dip between 41° and 51° with an interval of 0.5° and 
fixing the other modeling parameters as given in Table 5. 
For each dip value, the acceleration record has been simu-
lated at the TWD station. The maximum PGA obtained from 
various dip  varies from 42 to 78 cm/s2 in both components. 
Figure 14 shows the simulated records at the TWD station 
obtained by different models that differ by dip amount. The 
 RMSEPGA for various models that differ by dip amount is 
shown in Fig. 15. Among these, the model having dip 45° 
gives minimum  RMSEPGA and has been retained for further 
simulation.

Fig. 20  Plot of  RMSEPGA at various stations obtained from comparison of PGA value from synthetic and observed accelerograms due to final 
rupture model
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Strong motion simulation of 2019 Hualien 
earthquake

Once all the parameters have been finalized, the rupture 
model has been utilized to simulate SGM records at thirty-
three stations that have recorded this earthquake that lies at 
an epicentral distance ranging from 5 to 100 km. The simu-
lated records are compared based on waveform comparison, 
 RMSEwave by using the following formula:

In this formula, Asim(n) and Aobs(n) are the simulated and 
observed records containing N number of samples. The 
comparison of synthetic and observed records obtained from 
the final model at nine stations is shown in Figs. 16, 17. 
The response spectra obtained from observed and synthetic 
records for these nine stations are shown in Figs. 18, 19. The 
 RMSEPGA from observed and synthetic records has been 
computed at these stations, which are shown in Fig. 20. One 
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of the striking features of this earthquake is that although 
TWD station is at a distance of 6 km from the epicenter, this 
station recorded a low PGA of 59 cm/s2 in the horizontal 
component (Table 2). The same trend is also visible in the 
simulated records shown in Fig. 16. Minimum  RMSEwave 
and  RMSEPGA have been observed at EHY station and TWD 
station, respectively.

The PGA obtained from simulated accelerograms has 
been compared with that obtained from observed acceler-
ograms at stations lying within the epicentral distance of 
100 km, and it is shown in Fig. 21. The comparison shows 
the final selected model simulated records that compare 
PGA values at various stations in horizontal components. 
The distribution of PGA computed from observed and 
simulated records and calculated using the attenuation rela-
tion given by (Lin and Lee 2008) with respect to epicen-
tral distance is shown in Fig. 22. Comparison of PGA in 
Figs. 21 and 22 shows that the finally selected model with 
two SMGAs can simulate records with realistic shape and 
reliable statistical properties. Figure 23 shows the contours 
plotted for observed and simulated NS and EW components, 

Fig. 21  Comparison of PGA obtained from observed and simulated horizontal components at various stations
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respectively, for each station. The trend of the contours 
shows northward rupture of this earthquake caused a strong 
directivity effect, which follows the study done by Lee et al. 
(2020). The difference in the isoacceleration contours have 
been attributed to the consideration of simple velocity model 
consisting of layered earth system which possibly deviates 
from actual earth scenario.

Conclusions

The rupture responsible for the Hualien earthquake of mag-
nitude (Mw 6.1) has been modeled in this paper. Two SMGAs 
named SMGA1 and SMGA2 have been identified within the 
rupture plane for this earthquake based on aftershock distribu-
tion and the shape of accelerograms at various stations. The 
source parameters of the SMGAs have been calculated from 
the source spectrum and have been further utilized to model 

the rupture consisting of these two SMGAs. Iterative mod-
eling of rupture parameters like dip, strike, and location of 
nucleation point has been performed to select the final rupture 
model. RMSE in terms of PGA obtained from both E–W and 
N–S components of observed and synthetic record at TWD 
station has been used to finalize rupture's parameter of this 
earthquake. The finalized rupture parameters have been fur-
ther utilized to simulate SGM at several other stations that 
lie at a distance of 5–100 km from the epicenter.

The observed and simulated waveforms and their respec-
tive pseudo-acceleration response spectra have been com-
pared. The comparison of PGA with the attenuation relation 
given by Lin and Lee (2008) clearly shows that the model is 
effectively predicting PGA with reasonable accuracy within 
100 km epicentral distance. The comparison of observed 
and simulated records at various stations indicates that the 
rupture of this earthquake is characterized by two SMGAs.

Fig. 22  Distribution of PGA computed from observed and simulated records and calculated using attenuation relation given by Lin and Lee 
(2008) with respect to epicentral distance
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